Lutradur Art Journal Pages
Skill Level: Intermediate

Designed By

Mary Silvia

Part 2 in the Lutradur Art Journal Series. Mary Silvia demonstrates techniques that can be applied onto Lutradur®,
a cross between paper and fabric. Add these pages to your Lutradur® Art Journal.

Materials Needed
One 8 “ x 10” piece Black 100 gm Lutradur®
Two 8” x 10” piece White 100 gm Lutradur®
805 Wonder-Under® scraps
Paintsticks
Tee Juice Pens
Glitter
Watercolor paints
Jacquard Silk Colors
Metallic Paints
Beads
Foil
Tools Needed
Stencils of your choice
Rubbing Plates
Stamps
Heat gun
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Art Journal Design Idea 1
Step 1: Cut a piece of 100gm black Lutradur® to
approximately 8.5”x 10”. Place piece over rubbing plate.
Step 2: Using Shiva paintstick, rub a fern design to
create the background. Enhance this background with
Lumiere metallic paints of greens and gold.
Step 3: When satisfied with your background art work,
place the stencil over the background. Paint flowers and
leaves using Lumiere and your artist brush.
Step 4: While still wet, add blue glitter on flower
petal.Use gold and green glitter over the leaves
For the middle of each flower add gold glitter
Sprinkle some glitter over the background.

Detailed close up of surface design

Step 5: For extra detail, take your black Tee Juice pen
and do line work around the flowers. Use a gold Scripto
pen to add the swirly lines onto the art work and for the
leaf lines. Splatter the edges with your brush in blues,
reds and gold.
Step 6: Use the heat gun to lace the edges of your art
work piece. Holes on the left side can be made by using
a hole punch or soldering gun. Place finished page into
your Art Journal.

Finished Page
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Step 1
Art Journal Design Idea 2
Step 1: Step 1: Cut an 8” x 10” piece of 100 gm white Lutradur®.
Using a foam brush, coat the paper from left to right with the
Digital Grounds.
Let dry and then apply the liquid from top to bottom on the
same piece.
Step 2: After the fabric dries, take a piece of letter size paper
and using the blue painter’s tape - tape the feeder edge across
and down one side to hold the Lutradur in place for your
printer. Place in the manual feeder and print. Allow to dry
completely.
Step 3: Cut a piece of 100gm Lutradur 8.5” x 10”.
Use a heat gun to ‘lace’ the art work layer edges.
Use the heat gun and lace the edges of the white background
layer. Then using a soldering gun, put ‘creative holes’ into the art
work layer.

Step 2

Step 4: Take a piece of gold foil to fit an area under the art
work.Fuse the foil onto the back of the art work piece using
Wonder-Under®

Step 5: Add beads on the flowers by gluing in place or if you
have hot fix applicator and stone, use that to add the embellishments. Use Pellon’s Wonder-Under® to fuse the completed art
work onto the cut piece of white and laced Lutradur background.

Step 4

Step 6: A hole punch or solder gun will make the holes in the left
side to add to your Art Journal

Finished Page
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Art Journal Design Idea 3
Step 1: Cut 8 x 10” piece of white Lutradur® for background. Wash with watercolors to create background.
Step 1

Step 2
Step 2: Using Shiva paintstick, rub a fern design. Make artwork
design of trees with metallic paints.
Step 3: Heat edges to create decorative edges and use organaza to create a bow.
Step 4: Fused strips onto the Lutradur® and lacing on edges.
Detailed close up of tree design

Finished Page
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